
The DWELL Lab at the University of 
Rhode Island is seeking creative work 
proposals for The North Woods Project 
(NWP), a multimodal digital media 
storytelling project on the URI campus. 
Selected proposals will receive a paid 
honorarium** and will be featured in 
the digital project and displayed in an 
exhibit at the Coastal Institute. This 
project seeks to tell the story of URI’s 
North Woods from a wide array of 
perspectives, approaches, and areas 
of focus. 

https://dwell-lab.submittable.com/submit

What we are looking for
We are seeking a wide range of creative and 
scientific work related to the North Woods, 
from creative genres like poetry, drawing, digital 
art, nonfiction to the more scientific genres like 
photography, short videos, 3D models, and other 
types of visualizations. We are especially interested 
in work that blends or bends genre. Proposals 
can come from students (or groups of students) 
in any discipline at URI, and we encourage ideas 
that engage collaborative and cross-disciplinary 
practices. 

About NWP
NWP is an immersive multimedia experience 
for the North Woods—a 300-acre parcel of 
unmanaged forests and wetlands on the north part 
of URI’s campus. Using augmented reality, we are 
producing a digital walking tour that will feature 
different artistic and scientific perspectives on the 

North Woods. We will also feature the content on 
a website with a digital map so that everyone can 
access the tour. 

Questions?
If you have any questions, please reach out to the 
project sponsors Madison Jones (madisonjones@
uri.edu) and Travess Smalley (travess.smalley@
uri.edu). We would be happy to discuss different 
approaches with you, help you refine your idea, 
or connect you with resources that will help your 
proposal be a success.

**We will be funding completed proposals for 
up to $200 per piece, depending on the number 
of submissions we select and the scope of the 
individual projects. 
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